DEOS Secure Network

Site networking and cloud solution
for building automation

DEOS Secure Network
Your practical cloud solution

Our modules at a glance

Today's BMS and other software systems are frequently installed in buildings along with hardware components in most
BA projects. They are operated and maintained by the facility manager on site, and usually all data is stored in the local network
of the respective building. This model does not always sufficiently meet the needs and demands of building owners and operators.
The conventional operating model has clear disadvantages: maintenance is complex and inflexible, investment costs for the
necessary hardware and software are high and remote access for remote monitoring or maintenance is hardly possible.
All of this makes the efficient operation of individual buildings or entire properties more difficult.

Maximise your flexibility and keep your costs and expenses to a minimum. With the DEOS Secure Network modules you can
implement your building automation projects more easily, securely and flexibly in the future! Combine the modules into one
of the most innovative building automation solutions on the market or use individual modules for your own specific needs.
Our IT experts will be happy to assist you.

DEOS Secure Network is a practical cloud solution for innovative BA projects of all sizes. It consists of a total of four product
modules which can be used individually or combined to form a modern BA total solution. DEOS Secure Network can be used
in new projects as well as in existing buildings with building automation components from third-party manufacturers. It uses
an open system structure based on standard IP technology.

24/7 system monitoring from anywhere
DEOS Secure Connect – economical remote
maintenance and site networking . pre-configured
Connect boxes (DSL/LTE) . Monitoring of HVAC
systems . at any time, anywhere

Full BMS functionality even for small projects
DEOS Secure CloudApplications – user programs
in the DEOS Cloud . B-AWS certified BACnet BMS
OPENweb Cloud . Hosting in the DEOS data centre
(DE) . full BMS functionality from 100 data points
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DEOS Secure Network Einstieg

Secure Network

Respond quickly
and efficiently to alarm messages
DEOS Secure AlarmApp – mobile status information on
the HVAC system . Technician chat . shortened reaction
times . efficient service deployment . more transparency .
flexible reporting scenarios

Secure Connect
Our Connect boxes enable secure remote access and
economical site networking – access your BMS around
the clock using any end device.

Secure CloudApplications
OPENweb Cloud offers a complete BMS from 100 data
points. This reduces your costs – save troublesome
installation and update procedures as well as maintenance
and servicing costs.

DEOS IT expert service saves your resources
DEOS Secure Services – our IT expertise for your
individual security concept . IT consulting network
planning . operator service

With DEOS Secure Network, you can do away
with high investment costs for hardware and
software, troublesome installation and update
procedures or additional personnel costs for
the maintenance of your BMS software.
This solution also meets the growing demand
required for optimising the deployment of service
personnel. Thanks to our 50 years of experience
in the industry and the market-aligned development of our products and solutions, we know
how to respond to your needs:
we understand the processes on site as well as
the requirements for project implementation and
thus the needs of the users – from installation
right through to commissioning and operation.

Secure AlarmApp

Secure Services

Receive system messages from your BMS whilst on the move. With
the help of improved service coordination, push messages, technician
chat or route planning, the app simplifies the day-to-day work of your
service staff and reduces your service expenses. This not only benefits
facility management companies, but also measurement and control
service providers as well as end customers.

From the analysis of the actual state to the
development of individual security concepts
and the maintenance of the system.
Our DEOS IT experts will complement your
specialist knowledge for mutual success.

Building automation has never been easier!
Experience it for yourself. You can learn more about our modules on the following pages.

Modules on offer
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DEOS Secure AlarmApp

Save money with eﬃcient HVAC service

Which service technician is nearby? Which employee is
responsible for the current service case? Who was at the
installation site yesterday and is familiar with the error?
These questions and more can be answered easily thanks
to the DEOS Secure AlarmApp. The app reduces the
deployment of staff resources, ensures customer satisfaction and ultimately saves money in the long term.

DEOS Secure Connect

Secure site networking with remote access
In order to operate HVAC systems optimally, it is essential to keep an eye on them at all times and to react quickly and
effectively to alarms or faults. This can be done directly using your end devices – whether that be a smartphone, tablet or
PC. DEOS Secure Connect is the basic element of the Secure Network solution. Using Connect boxes, your system can be
enabled for site networking, remote access, the secure portal and the cloud BMS via WLAN/LTE. Depending on requirements,
five pre-configured Connect boxes can be selected. And thanks to the highest IT security standards, they protect your system
even more effectively against cyber attacks.

The DEOS Secure AlarmApp simplifies the day-to-day work
of your service staff and reduces your service expenses
with the help of improved service coordination and alarm
notifications on your mobile phone. The app is available
for both Android and iOS. The improved coordination and
knowledge sharing between technicians is supported by
functions such as the technician chat or the online map
services.
Additional practical features make this app a valuable tool:
flexible alarm scenarios such as alarming after detectors
or escalation of messages can be easily implemented.
The simple administration of users, the locations and the
reporting system also makes service work much easier.

Local service

OPENweb
OPENweb

VPN

Push
Push

Secure Network
DEOS Cloud
DEOS controller

Connect boxes

Site networking
Our Connect boxes enable economical and secure site
networking. Your properties can be networked with each
other or to a central location. This reduces above all the
investments in hardware and software, as only one central
BMS is required for site networking. Personnel costs for
system monitoring are also reduced.
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DEOS Secure Connect

Remote access via
different devices

Locations

24/7 remote access
Keep an eye on your systems at all times – with the Connect
Boxes you can monitor and control your buildings regardless
of time and location – and irrespective of the platform with
a smartphone, tablet or PC. Maintenance work can also
be carried out remotely – this improves response times,
optimises system operation and reduces costs.

OPENweb Cloud
OPENweb Cloud

OPEN EMS
(Pushdienst
OPEN EMS
demnächst
(Push service
verfügbar)
soon available)

Weitere Melder möglich.
Further detectors possible.
Sprechen Sie uns an.
Contact us.

Meldesignaling
management
management

??

Push
Push

DEOS Secure AlarmApp
DEOS Secure AlarmApp

DEOS Secure AlarmApp
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DEOS Secure CloudApplications
Full BMS scope from 100 data points

Individual locations and smaller properties, as well as large building complexes, require simple system operation and the full
range of BMS functions. Installations in the building on site are often uneconomical here.
With DEOS Secure CloudApplications the most important applications in the cloud are now available as software-as-a-service.
The central component is OPENweb Cloud. This offers you a full BMS in the cloud from 100 data points. OPENweb Cloud
saves you the hardware for your own BMS server, troublesome installation and update procedures or additional personnel
costs for the maintenance of your BMS software – our IT experts will take care of all that for you. Even small installations can
benefit from the advantages of a complete BMS with OPENweb. The applications are scalable and grow with your requirements –
from the smallest system to large properties. All data is stored at the DEOS data centre in Germany. This is a benefit that
should not be underestimated as data protection requirements are becoming increasingly more stringent.

Local service

DEOS Secure Services
Expertise for mutual success

Most modern IT solutions often require a lot of expertise for the installation and support of the systems.
A lack of qualified personnel, a shortage of skilled workers and insufficient IT expertise also complicate the
initial situation for the implementation of such solutions.
DEOS Secure Services solves this problem and completes the DEOS Secure Network product range.
Our IT experts are at your disposal from the analysis stage prior to implementation, and will guide you through the
development of individual security concepts right up to the maintenance of the system. In this way we support your
MCR competence with our IT expertise for mutual success.
DEOS Secure Services includes the software installation, the BMS setup, the update service for
OPENweb Cloud and the server as well as the configuration of the Connect boxes. Our DEOS experts
will always find an optimal solution for your individual needs and will be happy to prepare a
personalised quotation for you.

OPENweb Cloud

VPN

Secure Network
DEOS Cloud
DEOS controller
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Connect boxes

DEOS Secure CloudApplications

Locations

Remote access via
different devices

Interested or still have questions?
Send your enquiry to us and we'll take care of it.
Thorsten Javernik . Dominik Greiwe
Tel.: +49 5971 / 91133-3333 . it@deos-ag.com
DEOS Secure Services
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Follow us on social media and stay up to date:

Birkenallee 76
48432 Rheine

.

Germany

.
.

Tel.: +49 5971 / 91133-0
Fax: +49 5971 / 91133-2999
www.deos-ag.com
info@deos-ag.com

